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film companion is indias leading english language entertainment journalism platform. the platform, which includes text and video, is a celebration of the movies and storytelling. film companion is pan-india and covers entertainment from across the country and abroad. its a platform committed to quality with balanced, well-researched journalism. the hallmark is credibility.
the film companion team, including national award-winning journalist anupama chopra, brings you engaging and informative content on movies that includes, reviews of films and web shows, interviews, film festival news, features and masterclasses. the law colleges have separate schools. there is one for civil law, another for criminal law and another for constitutional law.

the supreme court, high court, and all other courts in the country are governed by the constitution of india. the constitution defines the basic structure of the indian government. the government, with limited powers, is elected by the people to govern them. the elected government is responsible to the people. 5ec8ef588b
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